City of Hobart Open Pianoforte Recital Award $1000
  - For the winner of class 430

Sheng-Yuan Lynch

Lady Cross Trophy (Senior) and Graeme Buchanan Memorial Award $250
  - For the winner of Open Pianoforte Concerto class 440

Sheng-Yuan Lynch

Lady Cross Trophy (Junior) and Diviš Family Award $300
  - For the most outstanding performer aged 14 years & under

Zachary Allen

Adjudicator's Choice Trophy and Frances Underwood Award for Musicianship $100
  - For the performer who, as well as displaying skilled technical proficiency, demonstrates deep musical understanding, in the performance of two or more works, age taken into account

Sheng-Yuan Lynch

Eileen Johnson Memorial Award $500
  - For the most outstanding performer aged 16 years & under

Sheng-Yuan Lynch

Geoffrey Lancaster Award $500
  - For the best performance of a work from the eighteenth century

Reily Wang

Benjafieild-Hefter Memorial Ensemble Award $150
  - For the best ensemble, age taken into account

Zachary & Reuben Allen

Joan Salmon Memorial JS Bach Award $100
  - For the best performance of a work from JS Bach

Joy Zhang

Adjudicator's Choice Award $50

Reuben Allen

Wenxin Wang

Tristan Thiessen
Sessions Results:

Friday 14 June 2019

Morning:

SECTION 0090  Equivalent to AMEB Grade 7 (Solo)
1st Award $50: Zachary Allen
2nd Award $25: Reily Wang
Certificates of Merit: Reuben Allen

SECTION 0120  6 Years & Under Performance (Solo)
1st Award $15: Yifei Xiao
2nd Award $10: Amber Zhang
Certificates of Merit: Cindy Zhang, Caesar Gao

SECTION 0130  8 Years & Under Performance (Solo)
1st Award $15: Grace Fu
2nd Award $10: Xavier Rowell
Certificates of Merit: Oscar Butterworth-Barry, Valencia Xiao

SECTION 0100  Equivalent to AMEB Grade 8 (Solo)
1st Award $55: Wenxin Wang
2nd Award $25: Nathan Wong
Certificates of Merit: Youyou SUN, Angelika Dabravolskaya

SECTION 0220  12 Years & Under Australian Composer (Solo)
1st Award $25: Zachary Allen
2nd Award $10: Yiming Wang
Certificates of Merit: Felix Read, Reuben Allen, Yifan Wang

SECTION 0180  10 Years & Under Performance (Solo)
1st Award $20: Tristan Thiessen
2nd Award $10: Reily Wang
Certificates of Merit: Lillian Tso, Roman Adamczewski, Hwee Lin Yee, Arabella Butterworth-Barry

SECTION 0240  12 Years & Under Performance (Solo)
1st Award $25: Zachary Allen
2nd Award $10: Reuben Allen, Sheng Zhan Wong
Certificates of Merit: Joy Zhang, Yuning Shen

Afternoon:

SECTION 0031  Equivalent to Grade 1 Contemporary or Popular (Solo)
1st Award $20: Amber Zhang
2nd Award $10: Connor Cousins
Certificates of Merit: Ruby Adelaide Smith

SECTION 0010 Equivalent to AMEB Pre-Preliminary (Solo)
1st Joan Salmon Memorial $15: Tien Knibbe
2nd Joan Salmon Memorial $10: Stacey Qingyi Duan, Felix Forster
Certificates of Merit: Ruby Fu, Mimi Cucueco Bakker, Georgie Hill, Maya Hensley

SECTION 0030 Equivalent to AMEB Grade 1 (Solo)
1st Award $20: Yifei Xiao
2nd Award $10: Jerome Kong
Certificates of Merit: Vincent Wong, Amber Zhang, Isabella Liu, Sarah Wood, Ava Vanderplas

SECTION 0041 Equivalent to Grade 2 Contemporary or Popular (Solo)
1st Award $25: Not Awarded
2nd Award $15: Philip Ringrose

SECTION 0040 Equivalent to AMEB Grade 2 (Solo)
1st Award $25: Melody Zhang
2nd Award $15: Yifei Xiao
Certificates of Merit: Isabel Adams, Ruby Schwerkolt-Kerin, Franklin Legg, Marnie Toms, Jaida Vanderplas

SECTION 0200 12 Years & Under Recital (Solo)
1st Brenda Clewer-Rowe & Joan Clewer-Johnston Memorial $35: Joy Zhang
2nd Brenda Clewer-Rowe & Joan Clewer-Johnston Memorial $25: Reuben Allen
3rd Award $20: Zachary Allen
Certificates of Merit: Felix Yang, Yiming Wang, Warren Huang

SECTION 0080 Equivalent to AMEB Grade 6 (Solo)
1st John Menadue Memorial $45: Levi Vonk
2nd John Menadue Memorial $20: Teresa Smith

Evening:

SECTION 0370 16 Years & Under Performance (Solo)
1st Joan Salmon Memorial Award $30: Wenxin Wang, Lily Walker

SECTION 0470 Open Australian Composer (Solo)
1st Award $50: Xining Tang

SECTION 0420 18 Years & Under Recital (Solo)
1st Brenda Clewer-Rowe & Joan Clewer-Johnston Memorial $80: Selina Yang
2nd Brenda Clewer-Rowe & Joan Clewer-Johnston Memorial $50: Daniel Glover
SECTION 0330 16 Years & Under Recital (Solo)
1st Award $60: Wenxin Wang

SECTION 0510 Open Performance (Duo, Duet or Ensemble)
1st Award $80: Kara & William Thorpe
2nd Award $40: Not Award
Certificates of Merit: Wenxin Wang and Sophia Clark, Xining Tang & Yiran Li

SECTION 0480 Open Performance (Solo)
1st Award $50: Sheng-Yuan Lynch
2nd Award $25: Craig Mcneair
Certificates of Merit: Xining Tang

Saturday 15 June 2019

Morning:

SECTION 0050 Equivalent to AMEB Grade 3 (Solo)
Joan Salmon Memorial Awards 1st $30:
2nd $20: Roman Adamczewski
3rd $15: Felix Read
Certificates of Merit: Alice Li, Dihansa Udewatta, Genevieve Valentine, James Wong, Saila Perera, Ruby Squires, William Ringrose

SECTION 0150 10 Years & Under Recital (Solo)
1st Karla Heritage Memorial $30: Reily Wang
2nd Karla Heritage Memorial $20: Tristan Thiessen
Certificates of Merit: Melody Zhang, Yifan Wang, Lillian Tso, Hwee Lin Yee

Afternoon:

SECTION 0250 12 Years & Under Performance (Duo, Duet or Ensemble)
1st Nancy Hyneman Memorial $50: Reuben and Zachary
2nd Nancy Hyneman Memorial $20: Yiming Wang and Joy Zhang
Certificates of Merit: Rami & Sarun, Joy and Melody Zhang, Yiming and Yifan Wang

SECTION 0020 Equivalent to AMEB Preliminary (Solo)
1st Award $15: Grace Fu
2nd Award $10: Dorje McQuillen
Certificates of Merit: Avalon Kate Teirney, Frances Boyle, Obi O’Brien, Jacob Margvelashvili, Oscar Butterworth-Barry, Arabella Butterworth-Barry, Valencia Xiao

SECTION 0070 Equivalent to AMEB Grade 5 (Solo)
1st Award $40: Hwee Lin Yee
2nd Award $20: Kitty Elder
Certificates of Merit:

SECTION 0060 Equivalent to AMEB Grade 4 (Solo)
1st John Menadue Memorial $35: Yifan Wang
2nd John Menadue Memorial $20: Eva Squires
Certificates of Merit: Vyanne Wong, Spencer Qinglan Duan

SECTION 0300  14 Years & Under Performance (Solo)

1st Nola Le Fevre Memorial $50: Sheng Hui Wong
2nd Award $20: Nathan Wong

Evening:

SECTION 0424  18 Years & Under Accompaniment (Solo)

1st Award $50: Sheng Hui Wong
2nd Award $25:
   1 Zachary Allen
   2 Reuben Allen

SECTION 0430  Open Recital (Solo)

1st City of Hobart $1000: Sheng-Yuan Lynch
2nd John Menadue Memorial $250: Craig Mcneair
3rd Jennifer Marten-Smith $100: Luke Frost

Sunday 16 June 2019

Afternoon:

SECTION 0320  16 Years & Under Concerto (Solo)

1st Barrie de Jersey Memorial $60: Sheng-Yuan Lynch
2nd Award $40: Sheng Hui Wong
Certificates of Merit: Leo Wang, Reily Wang, Yuning Shen, Alice Li

SECTION 0440  Open Concerto (Solo)

1st Graeme Buchanan Memorial & Lady Cross Trophy $250: Sheng-Yuan Lynch
2nd Helen George Memorial Award $100: Not Awarded
3rd Award $50: Yuvini Perera

Evening:

SECTION 0260  14 Years & Under Recital (Solo)

1st Award $70: Nathan Wong
2nd Award $50: Youyou SUN

SECTION 0410  16 Years & Under Performance (Duo, Duet or Ensemble)

1st Karla Heritage Memorial $60: Zachary and Reuben
2nd Karla Heritage Memorial $30: Wenxin Wang and Sophia Clark
SECTION 0360  16 Years & Under Australian Composer (Solo)

1st Award $35: Levi Vonk
2nd Award $20: Lily Walker
Certificates of Merit: Ella Edwards

SECTION 0110  Equivalent to AMEB Diploma (Solo)

1st Award $60: Yuvini Perera

SECTION 0422  18 Years & Under Performance (Solo)

1st Ann McGarry Memorial $50: Sheng-Yuan Lynch
2nd Ann McGarry Memorial $25: Daniel Glover
Certificates of Merit: Yuvini Perera